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INTRODUCTION 

In January 2004, a local metal detectorist found three fragments of a cast copper-alloy 
cockerel with enamelled decoration near Slyne-with-Hest, Lancashire (Figs 1-3). He 
reported it to the Finds Liaison Officer who recorded it on the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme's (PAS) database (www.finds.org.uk: Find No: LANCUM-361F75). One of 
the PAS's Finds Advisers (Sally Worrell, Prehistoric & Roman Artefacts) 
subsequently noted that it was a very unusual and rare object, which certainly 
deserves more attention. 

DESCRIPTION 

Only three fragments of the cockerel from Slyne-with-Hest remain: the head and 
neck, the body, and part of the lid (Fig 1). The legs are broken off and the tail, if it had 
one, is also missing. It was made from copper alloy and is a hollow cast. However, 
traces of the clay core still remain inside the head and neck. The wattle, which is 
missing today, was cast separately and possibly attached to the underside of the beak 
with a short lug (Fig 2), the hole still surviving on the underside of the cockerel's 
head. The cockerel's back, possibly depicting the wings, was also cast separately as a 
lid to the container. Though only fragmentary, it fits onto the back of the cockerel (Fig 
3). The measurements of the individual fragments are: 39 x 24 mm (head and neck), 
53 x 31 mm (wing), and 71x54 mm (body). 

Figure 1. Roman enamelled cockerel from Slyne-with-Hest, Lancashire 
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Figure 2. Roman enamelled cockerel from Slyne-with-Hest, Lancashire, view from 
above 
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Figure 3. Roman enamelled cockerel from Slyne-with-Hest, Lancashire, view from 

side 

Its head, the underside of the body, and the lid were decorated with fine enamel work. 
While the eyes were surrounded by red enamel with a blue enamelled pupil in the 
centre of each eye, the underside of the cockerel's body was decorated with small 
triangular and crescent-shaped patches of blue, green and red enamel (Figs 1-2). 

PARALLELS 

This cockerel is one of a group of only four discovered so far. It is clearly the work of 
a Provincial Roman bronze and enamel workshop and dates to the late second to 
early-third century (Menzel 1986, 60). The other three cockerels were found in 
Cologne, Germany (Paulus Museum, Worms), London (British Museum), and 
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Tongeren, Belgium (Museum Luik). While the two birds from London and Cologne 
seem to form a separate group, the two cockerels from Tongeren and Slyne are 
remarkably similar - so similar indeed, that it may be suggested that they were made 
in the same workshop. 

The two cockerels from London and Cologne are different from the other two insofar 
as their backs were not cast as separate lids, but soldered to the bodies and thus they 
could not be lifted (Henry 1935, 139-41). Also, looking more closely at these birds, it 
may be suggested that their tails were not broken off but, instead, they were cast 
without their tails and thus that they were able to perform their function without their 
tails. It cannot, however, be concluded whether or not the stump of the tail terminated 
into an opening or not without examination of the objects themselves (ibid). Both 
cockerels are missing their claws, suggesting that the birds were mounted on a lid or a 
pedestal from which they were broken off. The enamelled decoration of both 
cockerels differs: while the piece from London has rows of crescent-shaped patches of 
enamel on the underside of the body and the throat, the cockerel from Cologne shows 
a chequered enamel decoration in the same places. However, both seem to have a 
similar decoration on the wings and back: rows of crescent-shaped enamel inlays, but 
the overall shape of the head, wattle and crest are slightly dissimilar. 

Both of these cockerels differ somewhat from the piece from Slyne-with-Hest and the 
specimen from Tongeren, Belgium. The similarities between these two birds, on the 
other hand, cannot be over-emphasised: both have the same overall shape, size, and 
enamelled decoration. The cockerel from Tongeren is not, however, as fragmentary, 
still retaining its wattle, which is circular and attached to the underside of the beak, its 
back (lid), as well as the feet and the pedestal it was mounted on (Anon 1887, 303, 
tafel 8, 1; Faider-Feytmans 1979, nr 238). The pedestal has the shape of a small dome, 
similar to an upside-down cup. Both cockerels bear the same decoration of triangular 
and crescent-shaped enamel inlays on the underside of the body, in an 6 x 6 x 6 
triangle, and while the upper five rows were made of one (first row), two (second 
row), three (third row), four (fourth row) and five (fifth row) triangular inlays, the 
sixth was made of six crescent-shaped enamel inlays (Fig 4). On the cockerel from 
Slyne-with-Hest, the second, fourth and sixth rows were made of blue enamel patches 
and the third and fifth of alternating red and green patches; the uppermost inlay (first 
row) is missing. The enamelled decoration on the lid of the piece from Slyne is 
unrecognisable and, unfortunately, the published figures and plates of the bird from 
Tongeren do not show a close-up of the back (ibid). It is most likely, however, that it 
had a matching decoration of triangles and crescent-shaped enamel inlays. Traces of 
red and blue enamel remain in the lid of the Slyne cockerel. 
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Figure 4. Roman enamelled cockerel from Slyne-with-Hest, Lancashire (drawing by P 
Cracknell) 

FUNCTION 

The most commonly accepted interpretation for the use of such birds is as an oil lamp 
(Vanderhoeven 1956, 23). However, Menzel has argued that, while this interpretation 
was possible for the bird from Tongeren, it may not be acceptable for the cockerel 
from Cologne, because of its shape and the fact that the lid (wings) was soldered to 
the back of the bird and would thus make it difficult to refill (Menzel 1986, 60). This 
would also apply to the London bird. 

The cockerel from Tongeren is listed under 'lamp or oil lamp' in Faider-Feytman's 
catalogue of the Roman bronzes from Belgium (Faider-Feytmans 1979, nr 238), since 
the bird was cast hollow and the lid was detached from the main body (the hinges on 
both the cockerels from Tongeren and Lancashire are missing). He draws attention to 
a duck lamp from Vorssen (Belgium) and argues that there were also parallels from 
Naples (op cit, nr 239). However, it seems that these duck-shaped oil lamps were 
meant to be carried around, the necks of the birds usually forming a handle or curve 
for suspension from a chain. If the cockerels from Slyne-with-Hest and Tongeren 
were also oil lamps, it seems more likely that they were meant to stand on their own, 
especially since one of them is still mounted on a small pedestal. 

Oil lamps mounted on a pedestal are not found in the Roman Empire but are a 
phenomenon of the Byzantine era in the Near East, especially during the decades 
before the Arab conquest in the early seventh century (Ross 1960, 134), and were 
usually made in the shape of a peacock. Ross has argued that they were typical 
Byzantine objects of the Christian era: ' ... after the Roman period Egyptian craftsmen 
apparently made lamps, lamp stands ... and other objects of bronze, some for liturgical 
and some for domestic use, applying the same production methods as had been 
employed in earlier times' (ibid). He noted that peacock lamps were made from cast 
bronze, their hollow bodies forming receptacles for the oil, which was poured through 
the opening in the back. The lids for the opening were cast separately and the wicks 
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extended through holes in the tails. 'These lamps were made to be set on tables or on 
lamp stands... a lamp stand was naturally the safest and most practical place for a 
lamp .. .' (op cit, 136). 

There are some similarities between these peacock lamps and the cockerels from 
Tongeren and Slyne, in that both birds have separately cast lids for the backs, and it is 
possible that they may not have covered the entire opening, leaving a small hole for 
the end of the wick to be lit. The bird from Tongeren was also mounted on a small 
pedestal and could thus have been part table decoration, part table lighting. Ross has 
argued, however, that the Coptic metalworkers of the Byzantine era continued ' ... 
making bronzes in the Byzantine period in the same standardised way that 
characterised bronze-casting in Egypt under the Romans' (ibid). The Roman cockerels 
of Britannia, Gaul and Germania were certainly part of this tradition, having been 
made some 300 years prior to the Byzantine peacock lamps, at the height of Roman 
Provincial bronze enamelling, at the end of the second and early in the third centuries. 

Centres of Roman Provincial bronze and enamel working then were the Rhineland 
and Belgium (Exner 1939, 88; Henry 1935, 141), from which enamelled bronzes were 
traded into more distant parts of the Empire, such as Pannonia (Exner 1939, 88). 
Since the cockerels from Lancashire and Belgium are almost identical, it can be 
argued that the bird from Slyne was possibly made in the same workshop as the one 
from Tongeren, a workshop probably located somewhere in Belgium or in the 
Rhineland. The Roman enamel industry can be dated from finds from Zugmantel and 
other sites on the German Limes (Exner 1939, 89) but seems to have been short-lived, 
coming to an abrupt halt during the first part of the third century when the raids of 
Germanic tribes from across the Limes increased, as evidenced in grave and hoard 
finds (op cit, 89-91). This is reflected in the similarities of the individual object types, 
although the material from them was distributed across the empire. Examples for this 
are, of course, the two almost identical cockerels from Tongeren and Slyne-with-Hest. 

CONCLUSION 

Roman birds lamps are very rare, which makes the find from Slyne-with-Hest very 
special. The three fragments make up a large part of an enamelled Roman bronze 
figurine in the shape of a cockerel. It is uncertain but likely that it was used as an oil 
lamp, since the back (the wings) was cast separately and could be lifted, forming a 
refillable cavity. The wick probably extended through an opening where the tail 
would have been. This reconstruction is based on a bronze cockerel found in 
Tongeren, Belgium, which is almost the exact counterpart of that from Slyne. The 
bird from Tongeren was mounted on a short pedestal, which extended into a flat dome 
and seems likely that, if it was indeed an oil lamp, it was a 'table lamp' rather than a 
lamp that was meant to be carried around. 

All four of these cockerels were made at the height of Roman Provincial bronze-and 
enamel-working, at the end of the second or very early in the third century, and while 
the provenance and connection between two birds from London and Cologne and the 
two from Lancashire and Tongeren is unclear, it seems most likely that the latter were 
made in one of the centres of Roman Provincial enamel working, in Belgium or the 
Rhineland. 
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